First Grade
Grade Level Overview

Veritas Classical Academy

Veritas Classical Academy is the first school in Orange County to offer a

Christ-centered, Classical Education for grades K-12. We began in 2012 as a 2-days-a-week school and
in the fourth year became a full 5-day school. Now, in our eighth year, we have over 80 students,
uniquely combining classical education principles with Christian worldview.
FIRST GRADE OVERVIEW
Language Arts

Grammar/Spelling

Art

▪ Learn language arts skills and
concepts such as: Recognizing all
phonograms, multi-letter
phonograms, and rules
▪ Be able to read with expression
and at a good pace, stopping at
end marks or pausing during
commas
__________________________

▪ Learn all 70 basic phonograms
▪ Analyze and break apart multiple
sentences by labeling each word
in the sentence according to its
function

▪ Introduce the elements of art:
Line, shape, color, and pattern
▪ Recognize colors as warm or
cool
▪ Be able to trace
shapes
▪ Be able to draw
basic geometric
shapes
________________

Literature
▪ Cultivate and develop a love for
reading through a selection of
short stories: Tales from Beatrix
Potter, Bear called Paddington,
Animal folk tales, Courage of
Sarah Noble, Winnie the Pooh,
and The Lion, The Witch, and the
Wardrobe
_____________________________

History
▪ Be able to identify the four major
directions along
with basic map
skills
_________________

Bible
▪ Understand how
God’s sovereignty plays a role
throughout the course of history
and historical events

__________________________
Science
▪ Understand concepts such as:
Basic elements of the world, parts
of the water cycle and main type
of clouds, identify
stages of an
insect’s life style
_________________

Math
▪ Develop mathematical skills
including: Skip counting 1-13,
mastery of single digit addition
and subtraction, basic
understanding of fractions,
identify and add coins, tell time in
5 and 1 minute increments,
comprehend and decode simple
graphs and scales, measure using
both in and cm, and be able to
count to 400 by ones and 1,000 by
tens
______________________________

Physical Education
▪ Development of gross motor
skills and fine motor skills
▪ Learning basic warm-up
exercises in a controlled and
fun environment

Music
▪ Sing songs from the world
folk tradition beautifully and
in tune in unison and in parts
▪ Read, notate, and compose
music using quarter notes,
pair of eighth notes, and the
quarter rest using stick
notation
▪ Sing known songs using
solfa syllables so, mi, and la
__________________

Memory Work
▪ Scriptures, hymns, songs,
chants, and jingles
▪ Poetry relevant to the curriculum

